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1a. During those 2 weeks. how many times did - - sea or talk to a medical doctor? {Include all types
of doctors, such as dermatologists, paychiatdsts, and ophthalmologists,
as well as general
practitlonara and osteopaths.} (Do not count times while an overnight patient In a hospital.)
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b. During those 2 weeks, how many times did anyone sea or talk to a medical doctor about ---7
(Do not count times whlla an overnight patient in a hospital.)
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d. How many times did - - raceivo this care during that parIod?
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get any Iadical advice, prascrlptlont or test results over the PHONE from a doctor, nurse, or
anyone working with or for a medical doctor?
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numbers in 1, Zd, and 3d for each person. Record total number of visits and calls in “2-WK.
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b. On what (other) datsls) during those 2 wwks did anyons ssa or talk to a medical doctor, nurse
or doctor’s assistant about --7
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d. Doas thr (entry in 3~) work with or for ONE doctor or MORE than one doctor?
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Is that doctor a ganaral practitlonsr
g. What kind of specialist?
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DM -- have any It lnd of surgery or opwatlon during thl~ visit, including bans settings and stitches?
b. What was tha name of tha surgsry or opsratlon?
If name of operation not known,
describe what was done.
----------______________________________-------.
c. Was thon any othar surgary ot oparation
during this visit?
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Wham dld -- ncslva health care on (date in I), at a doctor’s office, clinic, hospital, some
other plaoo, or was this a blaphone call?
If doctor’s offlce: Was this offica In a hospital?
If hospital: Was it tha outpatlent clinic or tba emergency room?
If clinic: War it a hospital outpatient clinic, a company clinic, a public health clinic, or
aomo other kind of clinic?
If Isb: Was MB lab In a hospital?
What was dons during this visit? (Footnotel
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